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INTRODUCTION 

Computers and the Internet have become commonplace in current day 

society. Every day these systems store, manipulate and exchange 

business and personal information. Cyber security is the steps taken to 

protect these information from cyber-threats and thereby providing 

protection to economic loss. 

Knowing some cybersecurity basics and putting them in practice will help 

us to protect our organization and reduce the risk of a cyber-attack. 

Following are some of the best practices for Cyber Security on day to 

day basis:  

 

A. Password Security 

 1. Never reveal your passwords to others.  

 2. Use different passwords for different accounts.  

 3. Memorize your password. Do not write them down anywhere on 

your desk. 

 4. Make passwords complex using uppercase, lowercase, numbers 

and special characters. Do not use your personal information or common 

words. 

 5. Change password frequently. 

 6. Avoid using auto-save function for saving your password. 

 

B. Email Security  

 7. Do not open emails or download attachments from unknown or 

untrusted senders. Always check the domain name of the email sender. 

 8. Avoid responding or clicking links on unsolicited or spam email. Do 

hover over hyperlinks to know exact URL address. 

 9. Avoid sending sensitive information such as passwords, bank 

account numbers and Aadhaar number etc. via email. 

 10. Correlate the display name and the email address to know the 

actual sender. 

 11. Use a strong email password . 
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C. Clean Desk & Clear Screen Policy 

 12. Don’t leave sensitive documents lying around. Store it securely 

 13. Shut down computer system before leaving office 

 14. Never leave your computer unattended without locking. 

 15. Securely dispose of confidential data and file away all computer 

media in suitable locked cabinet 

 16. Clear sensitive documents from Printer immediately after printing 

 

D. Physical Security  

 17. Do not allow unauthorised person enter restricted area following you 

 18. Control access to restricted areas by ensuring the door closes 

completely behind you when entering and exiting.  

 19. When working in a public place, shield your paperwork / device 

screen / keyboard from shoulder surfers by using your hand and body. 

 20. If you ever stumble upon any unknown USB drive at your office, 

never insert in your PC to check the contents. The may affect the PC by 

malware which may destroy all data. 

 

E . Browser Safety Measures 

 21. Clear your browsing history and cookies regularly to refrain browser 

hold onto your information. 

 22. Disable cookies in the browser settings. 

 23. Always keep browser and plug-in updated. 

 24. For secure browsing check URL spelling, verified indicator such as 

lock sign, “s” after “http” at the beginning. 

 25. Avoid using Auto-Save Password feature of browser. 

 26. Do not store your sensitive personal information in Web Browser. Your 

saved credential may be used by third-party script. 

 27. Beware of Free Downloads, it can contain Malware which can steal 

your data and damage your devices. 

 28. Avoid clicking Pop-up Ads which can expose your device to 

Malware. Use Ad-Blocker to block unnecessary Ads. 
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F. Mobile Device Security 

 29. Keep your device software up to date . Unpatched software 

leaves your device vulnerable to attack. 

 30. Always lock your device when not in use. Use multiple layers of 

security such as passcode, pattern lock, biometric locks etc. for locking 

your device. 

 31. Install good antivirus software on mobile devices. 

 32. Do not download third-party Apps from unverified / untrusted 

sources. 

 33. Delete unused Apps. 

 34. Do regular back up of your data. 

 35. Be careful while giving App’s Permission. Give only required 

permissions while installing apps. 

 36. Avoid connecting Public Wi-fi and Public charging stations for 

protecting your device from Malware or Spoofing Attacks. 

 

G. Safe Handling of Social Media  Account 

 37. Do not overshare your information , photos and activities in Social 

Media to avoid misuse. 

 38. Be careful while accepting friend request from strangers and 

duplicate friend requests from profiles already in friend-list. Block and 

report suspicious profiles. 

 39. Do not fall prey to lucrative offers, deep discounts, fake website 

links etc. in social media. They are not too good to be true. 

 40. Increase your privacy settings to avoid scammers from viewing 

your posts & keep friend list private by locking your profile. 
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H. UPI / ATM / Online Banking Safety Tips: 

 41. Keep your UPI PIN confidential. UPI PIN is required only for making 

payment, not for receiving money. 

 42. Do not scan any QR Code received from unidentified sources. It 

may lead to debit of money from account. 

 43. Never approve fund transfer request from unknown UPI ids. Always 

check UPI addresses before doing any transaction. 

 44. Do not disclose ATM card details, OTP, PIN to anyone under any 

circumstances. Never trust on or respond to any unknown caller asking for 

sensitive information. 

 45. Do not throw away ATM transaction slip anywhere at public 

places. Shred them immediately or securely dispose them after using. 

 46. Preferably use virtual keyboard while login into online banking 

services.  

 47. Avoid logging in to your Net banking account at common 

computers in cyber cafes or libraries and never connect to Public or free 

Wifi networks while doing online transactions. 

 48. Do not click on any external link for accessing the internet banking 

website. It is better to type out the full address of internet banking website 

in the address bar.  

  

I . Some General Security Measures  

 49. Be careful to unsolicited phone calls, visits, or email messages from 

individuals asking about personal or other confidential information. If an 

unknown individual claims to be from a legitimate organization, try to 

verify his or her identity directly with the organization.  

 50. Be cautious of the URL of a website. Malicious websites may look 

identical to a legitimate site, but the URL may use a variation in spelling or 

a different domain. Carefully check the URL for substituted letters, 

numbers, odd characters or symbol appearing before the Organization 

name. 

  


